Palladium Books Mega Torrent

So I put together my Demon Lord Mega Hero, and one of the abilities I chose was n Massive Damage Ability from Unlimited Powers 3 (page 12), which doesn't require a similar hero ability. We can say that without changing the ability of the hero, his damage will not be higher than 20%. Note that in the second and third quarters, Incinerate
damage is higher than in the first two quarters, but this is not surprising. Since this parameter is very well used by some opponents. Another feature is that the amount of damage when using the ability can vary from 20 to 30. And the way the heroâ€™s life is regenerated will depend on this. For the time being, we will not dwell on this in
detail. For now, so be it. I noticed that one of the drawbacks of Clemens White Combo is its long health and mana regen. This will be another small drawback, which will be mentioned in the following chapters. With this option, everything is easier. It is equal to 5. This also happens when recharging his "Summoner" skill, and it's over, the same
way, after his death. But if her abilities are not used, then this will be a very unpleasant moment. Now, as it was said, it is equal to 2. I specifically did not begin to indicate it on this page. Here are all my settings. Something has changed, something has not, but the main parameters of our hero are up to you. - The body of the hero. His type is
human. - The type of magic is fire magic. - Amount of health - 300. - Vitality index - 50%. - Vigor Strength - 40%. - The amount of mana - 427. - Damage from spells - 10-20. - Accuracy - 15. - Attack speed - 15%. - Accuracy - 15-40. - Armor - 35% of health. - Description: Increases critical chance and spell damage by 60% and 50%
respectively. - Takes damage from negative spells on yourself by 20%. - Possesses Communication Extinguishing. - Increases overall intelligence and physical strength. - Restores 150 energy when using "Physical Magic" and 100 energy when attacking with "Physical Magic". - Requirements: Take the "Perfection Ritual" to see this hero. Available only for the hero "Sogd: Emperor's Revenge".
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